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WORDS OF WISDOM 

In a recent address to the juniors and seniors of the 

hiversity of Illinois, Dr. Ira O. Baker, of that institution, 

hyed technical training that has as its object the mere 

cumulation of facts in declaring that lack of social 

aces, conversational ability, and broad knowledge of 

bneral matters marks the engineer as an ignorant man 

b matter how many degrees he may hold. 

The cultivation of intellectual power and not the ac- 

isition of technical ability is, according to Doctor Bak- 

, the most important purpose of an education, even 

ough it be an engineering education. For this reason 

eadth of knowledge, with insight into the fundamental 

lationships of life—economics, politics, social welfare, 

bvernment, the relations of capital and labor, law and 

man nature—is an essential part of an engineer’s train- 

lg. Initiative gained by attacking the harder problems 

let in the daily grind of an engineering course, coupled 

ith a broad knowledge and aided by technical ability 

ill produce a superior engineer. Executive ability, call- 

g for an understanding of men, is to be cultivated by 

rticipation in student activities. ‘Infinite good,” said 

ctor Baker, “will result from rubbing elbows and ex- 

anging views with fellow students, and work on com- 

ittees will train the student in executing duties.” 

The final element in engineering success, Doctor Bak- 

thinks, is clear and forceful speaking and writing. 

Coming from a man of long experience in training stu- 

nts and studying their performance after graduation, 

ese views should mean much to the undergraduate. 

he fact that they have peen expressed before and will 

ar repetition again adds greatly to their importance. 

ey may well be considered by the young engineer at 

bch for he is just a little inclined to scoff at ideas such 

these and to place altogether too much confidence in 

e value of his degree.—Tech Engineering News. 

Original item dama et ged. Text missing.
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Architecture —Today and Tomorrow 

Tue great buildings ot today, designed in masses which rear rugged, mount- 
ing profiles into the sky, foretell even greater and more massive structures 

for the next half century. Always a close co-ordination of architecture and en- 
gineering, of design and construction, the architecture of the future will 
find architect and engineer working ever more closely together. 8 8S y tog 
Certainly modern invention —modern engineering skill and organization, 
will prove more than equal to the demands of the architecture of the future. 
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PIPE LINE TRANSPORTATION OF PETROLEUM 
By Herpert GLAETttt, c ’19 

Engineer with the Prairie Pipe Line Company 

The purpose of this article is to give the reader an - to carry the oil to the refineries. The oil from the 

adequate conception of the extent and the importance wells is first put into stock or storage tanks. As these 
of the pipe line transportation of petroleum, without tanks become filled the oil is “run” by the pipe line 
paying particular attention to the technical problems in- company. A gauger, employed by the pipe line com- 

volved. The transporting of crude oil from the wells pany, opens the valve which allows the oil to enter the 
where it is produced to the refinery where it is dis- company lines. Under favorable topographic conditions 

tilled presents a unique problem. the oil “gravities” to a gathering line station; otherwise 
In the early days of the oil industry, the oil was put it is necessary to pump it, either by a steam pump at 

into wooden barrels at the wells and transported by the stock tank on the oil lease, or by a suction pump 

horse-drawn trucks to the nearest railroad, where the at the gathering line station. After the oil is run, the 

barrels were loaded on flat cars to be carried to the gauger closes and seals the valve on the tank. The 

market. Because of excessive leakage, the method was _ So _ 

unsatisfactory. Later, vertical wooden tanks holding dies “ 2 % 
about 2,000 gallons were built on flat cars to carry the ne on 4 ae oo A 

oil. Shortly afterward horizontal steel tanks mounted ay coy 
on railway trucks made their appearance. These first BY res ee ae : 

tank cars had a capacity of 2,000 gallons. The tank Ses ed ge Pile Pace 
cars as we see them today have a capacity of about SR ggg Mt) es gti erat 

8,000 gallons. The tank car still plays an important |p oe ad es, eS in pr A 
part in new and in small fields which do not justify the ——— Mn 
expenditure necessary to construct a pipe line, but they ) ; Fate 

carry a very small percentage of the oil from the larger | 

fields. 

The ret miccesstal pips hie: four smiles ts leagth GeNneRAL View or A TRUNK Line Station. Trunk line 
was constructed in 1865. The present system of pipe : . 

lines in this county makes possible the transportation stations are from twenty to fifty miles apart and are 

of crude oil by pipe line from the Mid-Continent Field connected byipepe lines from © ‘i ag um diameter. 
in “Kansas, Oklahoma, and Texas to the Atlantic: sea- The monthly capacity of a station of this size may 

board. A line to connect the Wyoming fields with the exeaed. 0,000,000, barrels. 

eastern market is now contemplated, It will connect amount of o‘l run is determined by measurements of 
with existing lines in Missouri and will be approxi- level taken by the gauger before and after the run. 
mately 1000 miles in length. The tanks are never completely emptied into the line 

Pipe lines provide an economical means of furnish- because of the water and settlings at the bottom of the 
ing the refineries with a continuous and dependable tank. When a tank is first erected it is “strapped.” 

supply of crude oil. The advent of the automobile and This consists of taking measurements on the tank and 
the internal combustion engine has created an enormous preparing a table which gives the number of barrels in 
demand for the product of petroleum, the gasoline con- the tank for different depths of oil. 

sumption in the United States during the month of July The gathering line stations are situated in the oil 

of this year exceeding 20,000,000 gallons daily. The fields and are usually of a temporary nature because 
pipe lines of this country handle over 500,000,000 bar- they are abandoned when the territory they serve be- 

rels of crude oil annually. comes depleted. The location is usually such that the 
A pipe line system is divided into two branches: The oil from the various properties can gravity to the gath- 

gathering lines, and the trunk lines. The gathering ering line station. The equipment usually consists of a 
lines serve to carry the oil from the wells to some suction pump and one or more discharge pumps. Power 

point on the main or trunk line. The trunk lines serve is furnished by boilers or by small oil engines of the
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Diesel or semi-Diesel type. The lines in the gathering jurisdiction of the Interstate Commerce Commission. 
field range from two to six inches in size. In may states the pipe line companies possess the power 

Trunk line stations are permanent. The older sta- of condemnation. When the right of way has been se- 

tions were usually equipped with boilers and triple ex- cured the pipe in “strung,” i. e,, the joints of pipe are 
pansion pumping engines, but the new stations are hauled along the proposed line. Then the line is ditched, 

equipped with oil engines of the Diesel type. The fuel either by hand or with a ditching machine. The joints 
for the boilers may be coal, fuel oil, or oil taken direct of pipe are then connected and the line is lowered into 
from the pipe line. Some of the larger trunk line sta- the ditch and covered. On the newer lines the pipe is 
tions have oil engines which develop an aggregate of coated with asphalt paint before it is buried, to protect 
3,000 horse power. The monthly capacity of a station it from the corrosive action of the soil. Nearly all the 

of this size may exceed 6,000,000 barrels. In addition present lines are made of screw pipe in sections of ap- 
to the larger oil engines, which range in size from 400 proximately twenty feet. This year the first welded oil 
to 660 horse power, a trunk line station has a smaller line of any consequence was completed. It is an eight- 
unit which is used to drive auxiliary equipment such as inch line 140 miles in length, and it has proven to be a 
suction pumps, generator, and air compressors, Thé satisfactory method of construction. 
suction pumps are used to suck out lines. The gener- All main lines are patrolled by a line walker whose 

ator is used to furnish current for lighting and for duty it is to discover leaks in the line when they occur. 

other electrically driven isolated units such as water The lines are cleaned by means of line scrapers which 

pumps, ice machine, and machine tools, The air com- are forced through the lines by the oil pressure to re- 
pressor is used to furnish compressed air for starting move any coating which may form on the inside of the 
the large oil engines. pipe. 

Trunk line stations are from twenty to fifty miles The nature of the industry is such that telegraphic : 

apart and are connected by lines which range from six communication between the stations and the office is im- 

inches to twelve inches in size. The station pressures _ perative. 

in the lines vary from 175 to 7oo pounds per square Trunk line stations are operated twenty-four hours a 
as : day by three shifts of eight hours each. Homes are 

- ser provided on the station site for many of the employees. 

be Se The pipe line transportation of petroleum is an in- 
F e + an = SI dustry in itself, and without it the petroleum industry 

in | 4 * i bi To hime 4 -| would be seriously handicapped. 

: uh; ES ee a i BUYING CONCRETE ON A STRENGTH BASIS 

Bese a 3 on at Sg ' et eats & “Concrete should be purchased as a finished prod- 
ae Nee oe ms f i pha ‘3 ad uct,” said Col. Boyden of the Portland Cement Asso- 

| gl oe ae Br sey . ciation, speaking before the student chapter of the 

E ms oe Mere American Society of Civil Engineers on the evening of 
an October 19. 

INTERIOR or A TRUNK Line Station. This station is ‘Pie: manitacture of concrete: is: now on. a sGentific 

oil operated. The new stations are equipped with oil basis,” continued Col. Boyden, “and it is possible to 

engines of the Diesel type. Some of the larger trunk design concrete so that it will have a specified strength 
line stations have oil engines which develop an ag- at the age of 28 days, If contractors are permitted to 

gregate of 3,000 h. p. select materials, proportions, and methods of handling, 

inch, depending upon the amount of oil to be trans- placing, and curing the concrete, with the sole restriction 
ported through the lines. The oil is pumped from large that the finished product shall have a specified strength, 

storage tanks at one station into similar storage tanks the result is going to be better and less costly construc- 

at the next station. These storage tanks are built of ton. This’ plan has been used successfully on several 

steel and are usually of either 35,000 or 55,000 barrels large jobs in the east. 
capacity. The pumpings are directed from a main of- —____—— 

fice by an oil despatcher who issues orders by tele- Somebody, somewhere, sometime this fall bespoke 

graph relative to working pressures, lines, and pumps. himself concerning a course in Blacksmithing in the 

The route of a pipe line is determined by local condi- University. Why pick on us? This is not a trade 
tions, but the shortest route is usually the most econ- school. Blacksmithing is a worthy and noble trade—an 
omical. Sharp bends must be avoided. Creek and art, in fact—but it is a practical art, and needs several 
river crossings, towns, dwellings, railroad crossings, and years of good solid practice for its development in any 
local water supplies are deciding features. After the beginner. There should be more and better blacksmiths, 

line is surveyed, right of way is secured by easement. but they should be taught in a trade school—and theory 

An oil pipe line is a common carrier and is under the cast aside.
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WISCONSIN HIGHWAY DEVELO
PMENT AND PROBLEMS 

By M. W. TorKELSoN, ’04 . 

Engineer-Secretary, Wisconsin Highway Commission 

Prior to 1907 there was nothing in the state of Wis- The realization of this demand was made possible by 

consin that could be called systematized highway work; the first Federal Aid law passed in 1916 and resultant 

nothing more than the township system of road work state legislation by the legislature of 1917- The Federal 

under which the pathmaster once each year called out Aid law provided an appropriation of seventy-five mil- 

the taxpayers to work on the road. These annual af- lion dollars to be distributed among the states, one-third 

fairs were quite successful socially but accomplished in proportion to areca, one-third in proportion to popu- 

little in the way of highway improvement. The legis- lation, one-third in proportion to mileage of rural post 

lature of 1907 passed two County Aid laws, substan- toads. The states were required to provide an amount 

tially similar, which provided that any town could, by equal to the amount received from the Federal govern- 

providing an appropriation for highway improvement, ment, This amount was increased to a total of $275,- 

coerce the county to provide a like amount. These im- 000,000 by subsequent appropriations. The total amount 

provements must be carried out by a county highway allocated to Wisconsin under this distribution was 

commissioner on a county system. The same legisla- $7,004,280.67, and the state, in addition to providing an 

ture provided an advisory State Highway Department. equal amount, required the counties to provide another 

A constitutional amendment ratified in 1908 made it equal amount, and the state and the counties jointly 

possible for the state to aid in the improvement of high- provided additional sums for the purchase of right of 

ways but a State Aid law 
way, which was not per- 

providing an appropriation 
mitted with federal funds, 

was not passed until 1911, Wisconsin faces the problem of providing so that the total provided for 

when a statute was passed adequate funds for its program of road con- Federal Aid in Wisconsin as 

which has remained on the struction and maintenance. It is a problem the result of Federal Aid 

books unchanged in funda- that will command the attention of the legis- appropriations prior to No- 

mentals ever since. Previous lature that will convene in Madison next Jan- vember, 1921, is $21,021,- 

to the passage of the State uary; it is a problem that will be discussed 766.70. The construction 

Aid Jaw only a limited num- by the owners of motor vehicles and other carried out with this sum is 

ber of counties had worked tax payers throughout the coming months. practically complete. 

systematically under the In this article—the first of a series of three— The legislature of Wiscon- 

County Aid law, but they Mr. Torkelson sketches the highway situation sin provided that the Fed- 

all came in shortly after the in Wisconsin and the various sources of rev- eral Aid funds must be ex- 

State Aid law went into ef- enue that are available. 
pended on a State Tru 

fect and by 1916, after five 
Highway System intercon- 

years of operation, about 
necting all county seats and 

5,000 miles on the various county system of pros- cities with a population of 5,000 or more, and that this 

pective state highways had been improved. These im- State Trunk Highway System must be marked, with a 

provements consisted principally of grading and ma- standard design uniform on all parts of the system ¢x- 

cadam surfacing. Milwaukee County began construct- cept for the number designating the particular route, 

ing concrete roads in 1912 and by the end of 1916 had and maintained beginning May 1, 1918. As originally 

constructed approximately 75 miles, and there were a laid out in 1917 the system included 5,000 miles, which 

few isolated pieces of concrete and other high type was increased to 7,500 in 1919. In addition to the 

pavement in other parts of the state. Under the State sums expended on the State Trunk Highway System 

‘Aid law the initiative and the selection of the location under the provisions of the Federal Aid law other large 

| of the improvement was with the towns and villages, sums provided by the State Aid law have been ¢x- 

and these early improvements were naturally selected pended on it. The Wisconsin system of marking and 

for local purposes, radiating from the market towns. signing, including the numbering of the state trunk high- 

There was nothing that could be called a state system. ways to correspond with the numbers on a key map, 

During the early years of highway improvement the which has since been adopted by many other states, 

word “automobile” was anathema. Motor vehicles of was invented and installed on the State Trunk High- 

all kinds were regarded as interlopers on the highway, way System at this time, and the Wisconsin system of 

having no rights that must be respected. They were combined patrol and gang maintenance was also insti- 

practically nonexistent in 1905, only 1,600 being regis- tuted and put in operation beginning May 1, 1918. The 

tered in the state. In gto there were 14,500, in 1916 improvements now on the State Trunk Highway Sys- 

130,000, or one for every four families. With this in- tem consist of about 975 miles of concrete paving, al- 

crease came a demand for a system of highways which most all of which is eighteen feet wide, 4200 miles of 

would make real use of these vehicles possible. macadam and gravel and 600 miles of inferior light sur-
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facings. In addition to this, gang maintenance has put pleasant travel by means of patrol maintenance, and ex- 
approximately 1000 miles more in fairly good condition periments have been made to determine the possibilities 
so that Wisconsin now has a system of highways which of two types of surface treatments. These consist of 
has been the subject of much favorable comment. A calcium chloride and tar, Acceptable results have been 
traveler can pass in safety and comfort without danger secured by two applications of the calcium chloride at 
of losing his way anywhere within the state for eight an average annual cost of $620 per mile. Excellent re- 
months of the year, and in certain parts of the state sults have been secured by the use of a tefined tar at 
twelve months in the year. The record of improvement an annual cost of $1,000 per mile of eighteen foot width. 
is one of which the state may well feel proud, but it is But in either case the expense approximates the inter- 
not sufficient for our present and future needs, Rapid est on the increased cost of a concrete road, and the re- 
as has been the development of our highways, it has sulting road surface is unsuitable for the heaviest traf- 
been surpassed by the increase in traffic. In the year fic. All of our experience points to the need of surfac- 
1916 the Highway Commission undertook to estimate ing all of our main roads with concrete or an equal type 
the probable increase in motor vehicles. It was thought paving as soon as the funds can be provided. that the state could not possibly absorb more than The latest Federal Aid enactment, that of November, 
270,000 more vehicles and that the point of saturation 1921, requires Federal Aid to be expended on a system 
would be reached in 1926. This date is still four years of Federal Aid highways which shall not exceed seven 
away but we have already more than 400,000 motor ve- per cent of the total road mileage in the state. Three- 
hicles, a figure fifty per cent greater than our most dar- sevenths of this Seven Per Cent System is a primary 
ing venture. And with the improvement of our high- system on which not more than sixty per cent of the 
ways this increased number of vehicles has gone more Federal Aid must be expended, the remainder a sec- 
and more on the roads with the result that the present ondary .system. Though this system has not been se- 
improved system is as inadequate for our present day lected for Wisconsin, it means the early development of 
requirements as our highways of 1910 and 1912 were a system of heavy traffic highways interconnecting all 
inadequate for the requirements of that day. We are parts of the state, and independent of any requirement 
facing the problem of keeping this traffic moving over of the Federal statutes the same necessity exists. The 
the roads and making provision for the increased traffic development of improved highways in Wisconsin has which we know must come. not been uniform over the state. There are certain The experience of the State Highway Commission has highly developed areas near the most important centers resulted in the elimination to a large extent of all but of population. The connections between these centers two types of surfacing, concrete paving and gravel. include long stretches of inferior type road passable The experience has been that concrete paving properly with difficulty during several months of the year, and constructed of acceptable material is a success. There not passable at all for certain limited periods. The re- 
are certain portions of the state where high type bitu- quirements of modern traffic demand that these roads minous penetration roads may be built to advantage, shall be put through with a minimum of delay. It may but in the vast majority of cases Portland cement con- be necessary in some instances to construct an inferior crete paving is certainly equal, if not the superior, of surfacing of gravel or other materials locally available 
any pavement that can be constructed at reasonable cost in order to pull the road out of the mud at the earliest and is the only type practicable to construct for heavy date practicable. But until these roads are paved in 
traffic under usual Wisconsin conditions. Under av- such a way as to be fully as dependable as the average erage Wisconsin conditions the cost of eighteen foot railway we cannot be said to have a modern highway 
concrete paving, excluside of grading and culverts, is system. This means a surfacing of concrete or other about $20,000 per mile. 

equal material. Nor is this high class paving program The next type is the crushed gravel surfacing. The on the main thoroughfares all of the problem. There pit run material is passed through a reduction crusher are many other roads of much local importance which and screen so that the resulting material has a maxi- must be built in the most appropriate method, and the 
mum size of one inch, On first class construction this whole State Trunk Highway System, and many other material is spread for a width of twenty-six feet with a local roads adapted by the counties, must be maintained. thickness of eight inches in the center and tapering to The problem is so large and the considerations affect- 
a thickness of two inches at the edges. Preferably, it ing it so complex and uncertain as to make impossible 
is placed in two layers and allowed to compact under the development of a single comprehensive plan. But traffic and by the aid of a road machine or road planer. the State Highway Commission believes that the state A road of this type, excluding grading and culverts, and federal funds should be concentrated on the de- under average Wisconsin conditions costs about $6,000 velopment of the important through lines of traffic with 
per mile. It is very satisfactory under patro] main- a view of opening them as rapidly as possible. One of 
tenance, costing about $250 per mile per year for traffic the most important, State Trunk Highway No. 15, has 
not exceeding four hundred vehicles per day, but under already been completed from the state line near Ken- 
heavier traffic, particularly in dry weather, it is impos- osha to Green Bay and beyond. Much concrete paving 
sible to keep a gravel road in a condition for safe and Continued on page 37 
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A NEW FORMULA FOR COMPUTING PIPE LOSSES 

By Cuartes I. Corp 

Professor of Hydraulic and Sanitary Engineering 

When water flows through a pipe energy is lost due pipe loss developed and used, each being founded on 

to friction. This loss of energy causes a fall in the experiments which were limited in scope. 

direction of flow. The total fall or drop in pressure They are therefore limited in their application to con- 

head will depend on the length of the pipe, the rough- ditions analogous to the experiments on which they 

ness and nature of the interior pipe surface, the diam- were based and will differ in a material way in the 

eter of the pipe and the velocity of flow. loss they give for a given diameter and length of pipe. 

If the velocity were uniform across the pipe section The variation of m in the formula, stated above, with 

it is probable the loss of pressure head due to flow the diameter of the pipe has been studied by a number 

would vary as the square of the velocity and we would of writers, but the experimental data have been too 

be able to say; meager to obtain more than a rough relation. 

k h f a i S ivi hi 
H — —~ vy where H — loss of head per 100 feet Tt as been found a numerical constant divided by the 

d diameter to the 1.25 power may be substituted for m 

of pipe, v = velocity of flow, d = the diameter of the to give an expression applying closely to certain classes 

10° Spiral riveted pipe 12° Spiral riveted pipe 
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Fic. tr. ARRANGEMENT or APPARATUS FoR 12-INCH Pipe Test, Valve marked “Valve to be tested” was re- 

moved and pipe brought together with companion flanges. Similar set-up used for the other pipe sizes. 

pipe and k = a numerical constant depending on the of pipe. Some writers have decided, with the meager 

roughness of the interior pipe surface. data at hand, that the above value may be applied in a 

Since the actual velocity of flow varies across the general formula and have taken d to the 1.25 power and 

pipe section, being a maximum at the center and a_ given different values to the numerical co-efficient for 

minimum at the pipe surface, the loss of head does not the various types of pipe. 

vary exactly as the square of the mean velocity but as *In conducting a series of experiments in the Hy- 

some power of this velocity which will depend on the draulic Laboratory of the University of Wisconsin for 

conditions. Interior pipe surface conditions influence the loss of head caused by valves it became necessary 

the variation of the velocity across the pipe section so to obtain the loss due to flow in wrot iron pipes. 

that we find an equation of the form H = m v" is best These data cover experiments on pipes ranging in di- 

suited to express the actual experimental results. In the ameter from 4 to 12 inches and therefore furnished 

equation H and v are as before, n has different values an excellent experimental basis for the study of the ef- 

depending on the pipe diameter and the nature of the fect of diameter on the loss of head. While in most 

pipe surface, and m will vary according to some power ~ * “Experiments on Loss of Head in Valves and Pipe of 

of d other than one. One-half to Twelve Inches Diameter,” by Charles I. Corp, as- 

There have been a number of empirical formulae for sisted by R. 0. Ruble. “A. bulletin, of the University of Wis- 
consin, Engineering Experiment Station now in press.
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cases only one sample of pipe of any given size was gage length in all cases except that of the 12-inch pipe 
tested, the conditions of the test were such as to elim- which is shown in figure 1. 
inate, largely, losses due to causes other than pipe fric- Figures 2 and 3 are plottings of the data on log- 
tion, Fig. 1 illustrates the general method of set up  arithmic paper. It will be noted the experimental 

—— points fall very closely on a straight line for each size 
eh ox. Sot // LORE : of pipe tested. Attention s oe oe ad 

L: / gl Piss, oN “ay LET gram of Fig. 2, which is for 6-inch pipe. € 6-inch “Ae 20, Noa? 2 RE 7 pipe tests were carried on at intervals for a period of / = . SSS A + a — os S1 AR SSE of Ra =f about one year. The data for each period is distin- 
a / Pe ~ HT 6 Qi SA? e guished by special symbols. Rusting and other aging 

NTRS Sip Ti ZS) i abe effects of pipe have caused the curves to shift along 
OY S92 Ses #2 RS and to be inclined at different angles. For purposes of LOWES 84 ~ LPR ie Li 2 : —— oe oh Bee at LP ‘ey rar comparison the curves have all been assembled in Fig. 

ghey ~ The Elo mit ike ea laX \2| 4. Table 1 gives the equation of each of these lines. 
8 oy SS ‘Ls ri 87 7 HE 1% 8 LS s The value of the exponent n of v varies between the or + oe 5 - @ - . . 0 Ser Jaye oy / dA a: ONT AY ne limits of n = 1.805 and n = 1.985, a rough average 
af ~ Tks any Kk / / Ag 2% wey Le value being n = 1.90. By changing the slope of the 
a ~é SAI Ts eee ys ate ay i different straight line curves so that n will = 1.90 in 
aa ia Li & ely fo. ® “Li nf 2 each case, values of m can be determined that will give 
3 2/ BLY Lie ete ey: x / {/ C3 reasonable agreement between the equations and the ex- Oo; A / Rs tH 2 

+ e/a / /\/ PD cals ce if Phe a? is perimental points, Such values of m have been deter- we AIO/ fo se POON soe o . a oho} [78 Ph AR 58 ° CEL Ag mined and are tabulated in Table 2. LAR | 8 ANT es : z 
ls Ait us lS aps 20 Ly aft In Fig. 5 the values of m of Table 2 have been plotted 
BL ATA aS 3 3/4 abe ya 2 AER $ logarithmically against the actual pipe diameters. They SAL AIPA 3S 3 Fe a 58 SL 2 Lvie~3 

Aft Lee / ho Ai AL To. “ = ~ OEE ns Sof i fos ZA LAY 6 SN Ly Ne Ay LY al <P, & SY LFA ve Kw oP be ne Ry rh s {| SL 
LTP LAS BL / —— rR IV LS Se RE 80 KL) ~ PLAS : oy LINES re 7 Ws [oem NES SAN ADRS LEN salle and a} ss TR / , ~N x By 2p LP RNR 7 Sab WL 8 BOM, y SS 
Sf Te eh HZ < oe / | el y in ‘0 x8 a see 

f Toy eR ™ 09 ~ 1 a a / si } oA NR yeh he a Y Conte Lo de PK eS Om p d wal? > SNE EBA / » ae 6" Pipe KEY TO SYMBOLS — 4" Pipe 2D Ry & yf 3 Phe? 2 
© July 9, 1918 6" Pipe © April 18,1919 5 9 ADE sof a Vs ale 
$ "220 0 4 March 14,1919 } "198 ao Leahy OL = 3 NER Pug ug. " a " o May 2" ad 3 A ° Me oe is i Me ss “ xm subs 23" Bok t axe SN a pyae 

SOLES 8 AAR Fic. 2. LoGarrriaic Prorrinc or Pree Loss ror Drr- a wy of 5 37> Vv 5 
FERENT VELocitiEs or Frow. Shows results from lp ZH Ao eke Vi xe 
4} 6, 8, and 12-inch pipe. EL Al até Bf, J Ai 3 

. — . © otyLNCA Ss ie {| ry / £ used for all of the sizes tested. For obtaining pipe Te 2 3X4 i Sy 
losses the valve shown in the gage length was removed. 2 J Tia tt SUAS je ‘ . oe : oe 5 = . For the sizes above 4 inches in diameter the discharge a NK |e é sO J ase . . S//TP HS YS 3 Oe 2b 2 was measured over carefully calibrated weirs. For the i AVAL Jt § ZL LAY eks 
smaller sizes the discharge was obtained by direct weigh- om le jf << 1A 6S : : : > ing with tank and platform scales. The head gage used | $e ? NZ, 7 ee s 
consisted of two glass tubes 514 feet long, joined to- | , Nees Z aA x 
gether at the top and with their bottom ends connected | Se NES AIA N ; : : . . ow: N with the piezometer openings in the pipe. Where the | ~o4 lee “i Bs 
ends of the glass tubes were connected at the top pro- | ESTES <I JL vision was made for supplying compressed air by means | my! = eS 4 L | . 3 . S ~ of an ordinary auto-tire pump. The purpose of this | _ ~ id n~ 
was to depress the columns of water in the gage glasses 2" Pipe ~KEY TO SYMBOLS — E : . © May 14, 1919 hp" Pipe to a convenient point for reading. Pomme a 1" Pipe YH" Pipe © Apr.26,1919 

The pipe was either new or in good condition, The ie BY : ee a a 3 may oo 
gage length for sizes below 2 inches was approximately 
ten fect. For the larger sizes it varied but an endeavor Frc. 3. Locarirumic Prorrinc or Pier Loss ror Dir- 
was made to have approximately 40 pipe diameters of FERENT VeLocit1Es or Frow. Shows results from 
length in each case. There was but one joint in the Ya, M4, 1, 1% and 2-inch pipe.
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fall very closely along a straight line whose equation Velocity. of Flow in Feet per Second 
.031 ) telile ie sogy 8) lsiggags is me. If we substitute this expression for m in \NA ; i _ | 7 Ae eh 

.031 CK | I | | 
the equation H = mv 1 there results H = sun’ 18, \\ \ Hi tf HET 

' \ AY IN This formula for the loss of head in wrot iron pipe { LL [| He This orm rot iron pipe RATE s very well the losses actually determined for the RS AAC Pace 
rN 

: AN NEA errr . a si MACON eco een Equations for Loss of Head in Pipe From Logarithmic a OS 
Plotting of Experimental Results on Figure 4 ERAN SSeS 

Pee ERAN I NAAT OT 
Diameter Formula 3 \\ V\\ \\ LN v |_| 
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6 witcresssueece| H = Ober vy Loe ° | Ww 
8 | = oggg v 208 447 CE Be eel Ese 4 1.985 y \ \ 

———— ETH HANTS ETH 4 ‘ : es \ N sizes of pipe tested. In order to compare this formula $s ae COANING A | 
with other wrot iron pipe experimental data and with st CENA ANE 
some of the formulas used in estimating pipe friction, 3 MCCLANE AA 
Fig. 6 has been constructed. In Fig. 6 the circles are S PA AA AEA AEE 

é * i = KT \\ experimental points, being the results for I, 2 anid, 12 : PEA SE 
inch diameter pipes. It will be noticed Weston’s and 
Hazen and Williams’ curves for 2-inch nominal diam- Fic, 4. Locarrrumrc Curves ror ALL Sizes or Pree 
eter pipe fall on opposite sides of the new formula and Testep. Shows loss of head for different velocities 
the experimental points. Hazen and Williams’ values of flow. 
show more loss and Weston’s values less loss for any 100 RE "Pipe SoH 
given velocity of flow. The group of curves and ex- 20 Eel ear Gime ~-—— 
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. . F 5 0. . 1.0 2.0 perimental points for r1-inch pipe are for exact diam- oo 808 OmB.O Pipe ae tee is ae ed 
* 2 : P 

eters, and differences are in part due to size. The yo. 5, Locarrramic PLorrine or CorrFICIENT M AND 
curve from Saph and Schoder’s 1-inch galvanized iron Diameter or Pipe. If d were raised to the 1.25 
pipe shows more loss for a given velocity than any of power the straight line would pass approximately 
the other experiments. From the pipe friction studies through d—=.07 and m—=.9. 
of F. E. Giesecke at the University of Texas and from Concluded on page 37
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THE 1922 SUMMER COURSE IN CHEMICAL MANUFACTURE 

s By Witson D. TRUEBLOoD 

Senior Chemical 

Four minutes to eight! I snatch another crumb of of the course. Pipe wrenches were ever in demand but 

Lawrence’s buttered toast, slap the munificent sum of never in evidence. The man who was fortunate enough 

fifteen cents upon the counter, and dash into the line to locate a wrench or a pan always swelled with pride 

of eight o’clock stragglers on State Street. A quick while the unlucky ones sought the sympathy and the 

sprint and the yellow brick front of the Chemical En- advice which was always in abundance at Frank’s of- 

gineering Building looms up ahead. “Hamilton—Hanks fice. No day was complete without a little excursion 

—Hanson—” the stentorian notes ring out just as I over to store “C” for a burette, a flask, or, perhaps, a 

oe wa. ae on al 
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1922 SUMMER COURSE IN CHEMICAL MANUFACTURE 

round the stairs. “Tough luck! Why doesn’t my few minutes’ conversation with “Bertha.” Orders left 

name begin with and ‘I’ instead of an “E’.” with the plumbers and tinners in the service building 

Chemical manufacture is not so bad when there is Were generally ready about a week later than they were 

plenty of raw material and a happy crowd. The bunch promised. 

this year was the largest in the history of the depart- Regardless of all the commotion, construction moved 

ment, and so even if there were no important contri- right along, and after about three days the manufactur- 

butions to the vast field of science (with the notable ex- ing plants began to perform. Ryan and Huegel, with 

ception of Bennett and Hentzen’s melting point deter- their rotary kiln, calcined waste plaster of Paris. After 

mination of soap) we may truly claim the name of sawing up most of the lumber in the building, the 

“record breakers.” _ 

The course started on the Monday following final a \ 108. es i 

exams and was characterized by a wild dash for the Bae b Ld Pe i eae . 

libe. The following Thursday, after Watson, Nixon, ceo | re pe ft 

and Ames had completed their reference work and the ) ae = st “ Oj : 
. . ane ~ammmemeetiinaLgtin i | 

rest had enjoyed a few days of love and leisure, the as- | “agg i sa, 

sembly was again called together for real work. At the | \ ah S Se 

close of the lecture at eight o’clock we filed into the { Da a ; 

basement and started a five weeks’ attempt to put to | Sas een, fa of 

some practical use a three years’ accumulation of facts | ea 

learned from Cohens’, Tredwells, Proms, and inspection | Pat 

trips. The cool recesses of the basement now took on ; . 

new appearances. Pipes, sheet iron, and a few bolts as- 

sumed the shape of condensers, evaporators, and other Grorcr TescH AND His Stitt. The Tesch brothers con- 

worthy chemical appliances, Sweet alcoholic and ketonic cluded that drip oil from the gas mains is leaner in 

vapors floated down the hall and invigorated all. The benzol than formerly, due to the new 530 B, T. U. 

transformation was on. standard. 

The scramble for equipment was one of the features Continued on page 86
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TRAINING THE “The mere acquisition of technical faction that the policy of humbug is the policy upon Copel ~ 

MEMORY facts has little or no educational which the activities of the present day world are based. Hoe Colreelo 

value; power is what counts ; develop it,” said a recent Said he, “I am athletic editor of the Blank newspaper. 

lecturer, The statement, while absolutely correct, is a Do I know anything about athletics? I do not; and yet tpn: 

broad one and is liable to be misunderstood. I get by.” Q. E. D., so far as he is concerned, ir ay 

We are interlarding our editorials this month with The Get By policy has been strongly in evidence of / , 

some extracts from a short article by Halbert P. Gil- late, not only upon our campus and among college men, 

lette, which appeared on page 410 of the May 3 number but also in society at large. Another result of the war 

of Engineering and Contracting this year. They bear perhaps. Many people who should know better have 

upon this matter of training the memory and present fallen for it. Our journalistic friend has plenty of 

the case favorable thereto. Gillette’s article is well company in his belief. But is it a policy that can be 

worth a few minutes of any engineer’s time. We rec- adopted and followed by any large proportion of so- 

ommend it to your attention. ciety with success? Answer: It can not, 

Why do educators decry memorizing? In the lan- Let’s take a slant at the policy from a new view 

guage of Mr. Post, of Battle Creek, there must be a point. Suppose that the farmer adopts that policy and, 

reason. It seems fairly obvious. First, there is an er- instead of raising spuds and grain raises his voice at 

roneous belief among people at large that the possession © the village postoffice all through the growing season. 

of a large mass of heterogeneous facts constitutes intel- We can’t live on wind. The farmer, at least, must make 

lectual power. This belief is evidenced by the adver- good. 

tisements of publishers of encyclopedias which recite the Suppose the medical student adopts the policy and, 

imaginary triumphs of some conversational dumbbell jnstead of learning the idiosyncrasies of the liver and 

who reads the encyclopedia and at once blossoms forth lights he spends his time in college collecting data on 

as a clever talker and marries the girl. There is a dif- movie stars. A strong bluff on the part of the doctor 

ference between a collection of miscellaneous facts and will not pull his patients through a violent attack of ep- 

a collection of usable facts. Educators have had to ham- jzootic, The doctor, also, must make good. 

mer this exaltation of miscellaneous information out of Suppose the engineering student adopts the policy 

the heads of the people who come under their influence. and, instead of learning the laws of nature which will 

Second, it is easier to memorize facts than it is to enable him “to direct the great sources of power in na- 

learn to use them. A student who learns to state glibly ture to the uses of mankind,” he lizards away his study 

that among the properties of the circle is that equal hours and bluffs his way in the class room and lab. 

chords subtend equal angles at a point of the circumfer- He won’t be able to fool Nature after he gets his de- 

ence of the circle, may be completely unable to under- gree as an engineer. The engineer is another who must 

stand the application of the property in laying out cir- make good. 

cular curves with a transit, not to say anything about his Extend the list as you will. A certain percentage of 

power to discover such an application, Educators have bluffers can be carried by the real performers, but it is 

had to stress the development of power as opposed to an insignificant percentage. If the proportion of bluf- 

the memorizing of facts and principles. fers, humbugs, get-byers increases beyond what the real : 

The part of wisdom is to train the memory to hold as performers can stand up under, there will be a crash 

many usable facts and principles as it can, and to ac- in society that will prove the fallacy of the humbug 

quire the power to apply those facts and principles to policy and bring men and women back to their common 

the problems that arise. {\] sense. we") 

neoprene 
a 

During the past 20 years there has been a growing In the commonest forms of deductive reasoning it can 

tendency among educators to belittle the memorizing of be readily seen that the inference or conclusion is noth- 

facts and to exalt the cultivation of the reasoning pow- ing else than a remembered attribute looked for ex- 

ers. It seems not to have occurred to such educators  pectantly—H. P. G. 

that reasoning itself may be only a kind of remember- — 

ing.—Halbert P. Gillette. INTERNATIONAL The armistice that marked the end 

POLITICS of the World War also marked the 

THE POLICY A student in journalism recently beginning of another war—a war filled with bitterness 

OF HUMBUG submitted a theme upon the sub- and distrust if not with bloodshed, This war is the in- 

ject of “Humbug” in which he proved to his own satis- ternational political war which rages today with just
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as much vigor as it did in 1919. The causes of this The idea is an attractive one, and suggests interest- struggle were the results of different opinions regard- ing possibilities, It would be an excellent means of ush- ing reconstruction, some of which opinions were ad- ering in the Christmas season, and of creating a feeling vanced by men desiring to help the world back on its of good fellowship among the engineering students. feet, others by men who sought only to aid them- Undoubtedly the various engineering groups will lend selves, 

all possible aid in carrying out this idea; and each in- Often the bitterest struggles came between factions dividual student should make it a point to be on hand and men of honest desires, and the lesser struggles usu- for the event with lungs full of air and larynx well ally between those seeking personal gain. These strug- greased. Aad, gles are still continuing, and will do so for considerable ae ey 
time to come. The only way the ordinary citizen of a The highly successful engineer or inventor is usually a country involved can distinguish between the honest and man whose mind is a marvelous storchouse for usable dishonest efforts is to follow more or less closely the facts—H. P. G. developments from day to day. He owes a knowledge 
of the various international relations both to himself co and his neighbors, for he no longer lives in the isolation PROFESSOR IRA O. BAKER DISCUSSES FAC- of the eighteenth century. TORS IN ENGINEERING SUCCESS The most deplorable phase of the whole situation is Declaring that lack of social graces, conversational the college man who so buries himself in college activ- ability, and broad knowledge of general matters marks ities or studies that he loses all contact with affairs of the engineer as an ignorant man no matter how many the world. He lessens his chance to become a useful degrees he may hold, Dr. Ira O, Baker, of the Univer- citizen, and” deliberately throws away opportunity after sity of Illinois, speaking to the juniors and seniors of opportunity to’learn from the mistakes of others that _ this college on October 18, flayed the technical training which he should avoid. He probably will not find him- that has as its object the mere accumulation of facts. self in international politics, but international politics The cultivation of intellectual power and not the ac- contain many valuable examples for a man regardless quiring of technical ability is believed by Dr. Baker to of his pursuits. Saws be the important purpose of an education, even though ee it be an engineering education. For this reason breath Every class of reasoning, even inventive reasoning, is of knowledge, with insight into the fundamental rela- @ subclass or kind of memory. * * * Granting it to tionships of life—economics, politics, social welfare, be so, some startling conclusions flow from it. For ex- government, the relations of capital and labor, law, and ample, it follows that many of our educational methods human nature—is essential in the training of all but are based on an incorrect theory, in that they decry) “the hewers of wood and the drawers of water.” Ini- memory when, in fact, correctness of deduction depends tiative is aided by a breadth of knowledge and can be upon the breadth and accuracy of memory.—H, P. G. cultivated and strengthened by the formation of good HONORING AN Tn naming the new engineering habits during the school career. A student who is un- ENGINEER building at Bozeman, after Wil- afraid to attack the harder problems he meets in his liam Milnor Roberts, the University of Montana will daily grind and draws upon all his previous knowledge express the state’s appreciation of the work of a great to effect a solution, will not lack business initiative. In- locating engineer,—of the man who located the line of _ itiative based upon broad knowledge and aided by tech- the Northern Pacific Railway from Lake Superior to nical ability will produce a superior engineer, Puget Sound. This recognition of an engineer is a fine Executive ability, calling for an understanding of thing; it makes a strong appeal to us. And, naturally, men, is to be cultivated by active participation in tech- our thoughts turn to home affairs and we wonder what ical societies during the school career. “Infinite good,” name we would like to see engraved across the front said Prof. Baker, “will result from tubbing elbows and of EF. B. here at Madison. Xion exchanging views with fellow students, and work on Matson Ne committees will train the student in executing duties.” There are many teachers who teach that only broad The final element in engineering success, Mr, Baker general principles need be memorized, If they were to thinks, is clear and forceful speaking and writing. study the workings of the minds of a few successful The speaker’s long experience in training students and business men, engineers, and inventors, they might change studying their performance after graduation gives im- their opinion as to the desirability of not memorizing portance to his views; his message may well be consid- narrow principles —H. P. G, ered by the young engineer who expects soon to begin LET’S HAVE A A big song fest, in which the stu. his upward climb to success, CHRISTMAS dents and faculty of the College of Everett C. Mrvers, SONG FEST Engineering will get together and 

Senior Civil. celebrate the end of the first part of the semester and welcome the Christmas holidays, has been suggested by The fellow who isn’t fired with enthusiasm is apt to Professor Millar. be fired with enthusiasm. 
(yan se Clee Leap \eus
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Engi ing for the B w 
It is not enough that electrical apparatus gates new fields; it checks the behavior of 

should be carefully conceived, skillfully de- apparatus, old and new; it is a bridge over 

signed, and exactingly manufactured. which information passes freely in both direc- 

Engineering, to fulfill all its functions, must tions between Westinghouse and its thousands 

go beyond these necessary steps and do a still of clients and friends. 

more enlightened service. It must apply the Be glad that you are to live and work in 

apparatus to ws uses, 80 that not only in de- times when the spirit of service dominates 
sign and construction but in service as well, commercial operations. The greatest change 

all the conditions that must be reckoned with that has occtirred in business in: the last few 

are fully satisfied. . , decades has been in the minds of men. No 

This function of Westinghouse application longer need the buyer beware for it is now 

engineering covers many’ fields, and charges known that the seller’s obligation reaches 

itself with many responsibilities. It is engi- beyond the completion of the sale; and that 

neering that concerns itself with almost every it is both wise and right that every reasonable 

aspect of business, central station, transpor- effort be made to give the buyer full value in 

tation, industrial, mining, electro-chemical, both product and satisfaction. The practise 

etc. It has the buyer’s interest constantly of this policy requires engineering of the 

at heart. highest type in research, design, manufactur- 

Westinghouse Application Engineering ing and every other phase of Westinghouse 

works with salesmen, with buyers, with con- operations, but nowhere to greater degree 

sulting engineers, with contractors, and with than in the field of application engineering, 

service and repair men; it finds and investi- which is essentially engineering for the buyer. 

ESTINGHOUSE 

— ACHIEVEMENT & OPPORTUNITY 
Member Engineering College Magazines, Associated
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This is you—at college 
HERE a symbolic figure to represent Knowl- 

edge, let us turn away from the muses of 
antiquity and the be-capped and be-gowned 
youth of our own day. 

How about the Football Player Tackling a 
Dummy? Isn’t he typical of everything you do 
in these four years? 

You are the Football Player. The dummy is 
every knotty problem you tackle, every effort 
to earn your way through, every examination, 
every campus activity. 

Tackle the dummy hard, and you’ll be ready 
for even bigger tests in the game of business or 
professional life. 

Do not say about this symbol, ‘‘How clever’’, 
and let it go at that. It is worth nothing unless 

. ; it reminds you to get the spirit of the Tackler 
; Published eh into your work. 
the:interest of Elec: By his earnestness he seems to feel the thrill trical Development by a e : 

an Institution that will of combat. With set jaws and muscles tense he 
be helped by what- plunges at the dummy. For him it is alive, and 
ever helps the the practice is a means to win the game. 
Industry. If you intend to help score touchdowns after 

college, here is a man to measure up to. j 

fr - 
Vig Western Electric Company 

Since 1869 makers and distributors of clectrical equipment 

Number 22 of a series 

Kindly mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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L. T. Socarp 

Another of the corduroy clan has come to light in for a long run, and on that occasion the ball had to be 

the realm of athletics. Lionel Tschudy, a senior civil, brought back because Wisconsin was offside. In the 

has been breaking the tape at the finish of cross country second half Wisconsin opened up, scoring two touch- 

runs this fall, and subsequently has been breaking into 

print in the Cardinal sport headilnes. Lean, long, and im ; eB BA iacvasa:. . 

lanky, with multitudinous angles in his make-up, Tschudy ie Bs icy ib 

is built for speed. His rangy strides have carried him c es My 

at the head of the pack continuously in the fall tryouts. F ‘ iy 

Although a new man on the cross country squad this - CBs 

fall, Tschudy has consistently shown his heels to the . a 

rest of the harriers, On October 7th, in the prelim- : 7 i v 

inary try-outs for the Varsity team, Tschudy breasted ea aN aN 

the tape an easy winner; he repeated his performance |/A,RW - y ' oat 

the next Saturday afternoon. In the meet with Michi- Ai Nee a i " l 

gan, October 2'st, over the Wisconsin three and one- Boy J 

half mile course, Tschudy finished second only to the 

veteran Isbell of Michigan. In a hotly contested race, 

the invading Wolverines won by a single point, the eee : | 

score being 27 to 28, with Michigan low score and 

winner. Despite the defeat, Wisconsin’s cross country 

outlook is good. Tscuupy Leapinc Cross Country Squap 

Fall and Football go hand in hand. Ever since the downs via the forward pass route and one on a recovered 

first practice at Camp Randall in September, the grid- punt. When Hanney, Indiana half, dropped back to 

iron has been the center of interest of Wisconsin sport. kick the ball into Wisconsin territory, he waited just a 

Three times since then, the Badgers have battled in- hit too long. Tebell blocked the punt with the region 

vaders at Camp Randall and three times have been vic- about his solar plexus; on the re-bound, he scooped up 

tors. The opener, on October 7th, was played with the ball and scampered ten yards for a touchdown. The 

Carleton College, Minnesota. In this preliminary con- final score was 20 to o. 

test, Coach Richards tried out most of his men in an 

endeavor to see what “they had.” The outcome was a COORDRUT, SCORES 

41 to o victory. . October | 7—Wisconsin, 41; Carleton, 0. 

On the next Saturday afternoon, the Cardinal eleven October 14—Wisconsin, 20; South Dakota Age, 6. 

met the South Dakota College before one of the larg- October 21—Wisconsin, 20; Indiana, o. 

est crowd that ever turned out for a non-conference November 4—Wisconsin, 14; Minnesota, o. 

game, winning by a 20 to 6 score. Of thirty attempted ale es ne 6 

forward passes, Wisconsin completed eighteen, gaining (ee 

a total of 231 yards by the aerial route. The Aggies, | | 

who came fully expecting a victory, would have re- : : : 1 

turned scoreless had nob abe Wisconsin defense loos- |! Wisconsin Bowling Alleys , 

ened in the last minute of play, allowing Shutte to 1 ote 

break through for a fifty yard run across the Badger 660 State Street 

goal. : i 

The Conference season, here, opened October 2ist, 8--- ALLEYS -==8 ! 

with Indiana as our opponents for the first time in a 

dozen years. The day was ideal,—a little warm, per- + ; ' 

haps, i the players. The crowd that turned out was | CIGARS, CIGARETTES, axp SOFT DRINKS l 

a fair indication that football is king. During the first | FITCH & BALTES, Props 

half neither team scored; Indiana put up an almost im- | , . i 

penetrable defense. Only once did Gibson break through Viet ne i 4
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CIVILS neering work has helped me wonderfully and in my opinion 
Leon E. Chase, c ’22, who has been at La Crosse, is now is the only course to take. Would take the same course if 

assistant city engineer at Beloit, Wis. I were to go to school again with probably some electives 
F, W. Krez, c ’21, is at 1212 N. 4th St., Sheboygan, Wis. in the Commerce School.” 
Clarence A. Willson, ¢ ’21, is engaged in structural engi- Charles F. Loweth, CE ’15 (hon) has been nominated for 

neering. His address is given as 901 University Ave., Mad- the presidency of the A. S. C. E. 
ison, Wis. Walter Philip Bloecher, c ’14, has recently applied for ad- _ 22 AT PLAY mission in the A. S. C. E. He is at present located with 

Rather do classroom work Stone and Webster, Inc., at New York City, on a special 
vA than real work? Sure, but assignment. 

oy those reports, —3&%() 21! George H. Connolly, ¢ ’14, lost his life in an accident 
) rl Remember Jenswald, m ’20, Which occurred on September 13. He was superintendent of 

i BS a . ’21, ’22, etc., who got as far as__ the distribution department of the Wisconsin Gas and Elec- | aa ea mp > ee ‘| Junior without a slipstick, but tric Company at Racine, Wis. While he and two workmen 
ae BA Bes cae no farther? Campbell is next, were in a pit that carried gas mains under a river, attempt- 

>= a s and then Mr. Neff. ing to discover and repair a leak, they were overcome by 
| tan / Mr. and Mrs, Francis H. the gas. Men at the surface lowered a rope and Connolly 

‘ a Es Schmitt, c ’21, announce the secured it to one of the men who was hauled to safety. 
= a —_-¢ “emay| birth of a future Wisconsin En- The other man climbed part way up a ladder before he was 
—_ ane ee be 2 gineer, Francis, Jr., on April overcome. Fortunately his legs caught and prevented his 

! en : cere 18, 1922, at Milwaukee, Wis. falling. He was rescued. Apparently Connolly also at- 
i Oa ee Ogi W. J. Seler, c ’21, gives his tempted to climb out, but was overcome and fell to the 
Pa el - address as 3858 McKee Place, bottom. He was dead when taken out. He leaves a wife 

Pee | Pittsburg, Pa. He is with the and two children. 
McClintic-Marshall Company of Bill Witt, ¢ ’10, is a structural engineer specializing on 

22 AT PLAY that city. concrete work, at Seattle, Wash. 
Eugene (Bes) Bespalow, c ’21, who is with the U. S. Patrick H. Connolly, c ’85, for many years city engineer Bureau of Public Roads, with headquarters at South Chicago, of Racine, died on May 15. He was the father of George 

writes, “Horace Greeley said, ‘Go west, young man, go H. Connolly, ¢ ’14, and Robert Connolly, a senior civil. 
west,” and Professor Lenny Smith always said, “Get mar- 
ried, young man, get married.” I could not follow Horace CHEMICALS 
Greeley’s advice, so I tried to follow Lenny Smith’s and Aruthur J. Huegel, ch ’22, is with Albert Trostel and 
have partly succeeded.” He announces his engagement to Sons, tanners, at Milwaukee, Wis. His address is 654 Is- 
Margaret Ruppa, of Milwaukee. . land Ave., Milwaukee, Wis. 

Bill Rheingans, ¢ ’20, recently returned from Holyoke, B. M. Larsen, Ch ’21, is at 5011 17th Ave. N. E., Seattle, 
Mass., where he had been doing turbine test work for the Wash. 
Allis-Chalmers Company, the picture of prosperity, having Chester M. Kurtz, Ch ’21, is at 729 Stowell Ave., Mil- 
toured the distance is a newly purchased “light car of a waukee, Wis. 
popular make.” His address continues to be 234 Queen Anne H. C. Knapp, Ch ’21, is at 376 15th Ave., Milwaukee, Wis. 
Place, Milwaukee. Oscar B. Westmont, Ch ’21, is in the Research Laborator- 

Frank K. Quimby, ¢ ’20, is city engineer at Antigo, Wis., ies of the Carborundum Company, at 414 11th St., Niagara 
where a good deal of curb, gutter, and sewer work is being Falls, N. Y. 
done. He was recently married to Miss Wilda Grimm, of M. Mitchell, Ch ’21, gives his address as 2377 Grand Blvd., 
Sturgis, Mich. Detroit, Mich. 

Lewis R. Sherburne, c ’20, who is a resident engineer at H.F. Zabel, Ch. ’14, is at 84 Ella St., Bloomfield, N. J. 
sewer construction, Huntingberg, Ind., recently announced 
his engagement to Miss Mary Rebholz, of Piqua, Ohio. MECHANICALS 

Ray E. Behrens, c 719, has changed his address to 255 Edward L. Cox, m ’22, after entering the University as 
13th St., Apartment 42, Milwaukee, Wis. a graduate student this fall, withdrew to accept a position 

Paul Huntzicker, ¢ 19, was recommended to the regents with the Kimberly Clark Co., at Neenah, Wis. His ad- 
for a fellowship in civil engineering at Wisconsin, by the dress at present is care of Y. M. C. A., Appleton, Wis. 
faculty of the college on October 23. Willis Terhorst, m ’21, is at Donnybrook, N. Dak. 

Adolph W. Meiselwitz, ¢ °18, writes: “I do not know Delmar W. Nelson, m ’20, was married to Elizabeth Mil- 
whether you have heard or not, but I have forsaken the ler, ’20, on July 17, 1922, at Madison. Nelson is a designer 
ranks of the civils. For the past two years I have been in the aeronautical department of the Goodyear Tire and 
connected with a sash and door concern. I started as an in- Rubber Co., at Akron, Ohio. His address is 1407 Goodyear 
dustrial engineer, doing cost and efficiency work, and for Ave., Apt. 10. 
the past year have also had the superintendent’s job. Am Lawrence F. Campbell, m ’20, is with Dodge Bros. His 
getting some valuable experience and in a short time I in- address is 36 E. Forest Ave., Apt. 10A, Detroit, Mich. He 
tend to take up just the industrial work again. My engi- writes, “There is a live group of Wisconsin Alumni here
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| New Snowflake Waffle | Drawing Instruments 
; Kitchen and Lunch Room 

Also known as the APPROVED and RECOMMENDED by the 

| Little White Church Around the Corner | DEPARTMENT of MECHANICAL DRAW- 

i 1114 W. Dayton St. ' ING, may be bought at any first class Supply 
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GENUINE ARMY GOODS ee 

| For Engineers i 
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| | 
; . ; 66 99 
1 Sonia Pans ann BS 25 | Master” No. 45 
; ipcor' reeches wit ' E JUSTMENT) 

button bottoms with $4.95 ! (CENTER Apis 
i i OR 

i All Wool Army Socks... 99C | 
= 

: 66 e 99 

Army Shoes, Goodyear i Euclid No. 40 

| $4.25 | i Welt _...._---------------- ° i (SIDE ADJUSTMENT) 

| Elk High Top Shoes, 16 I 
inches, waterproof 1° $7.50 Prices to Students: 

i i No. 45, $18.50; No. 40, $15.50 
All Leather Outside Vests... 10.00 t ° $ ° $ 

Fine for an Engineer | ———— 

i | 
| Madison Arm and Nav Store | These Instruments are WISCONSIN MADE, 

y y and, as regards ACCURACY, WORKMAN- 

i ai Es Malo Sioct | SHIP and BEAUTY OF FINISH, are UN- 

7 ee SURPASSED by other American or by Eu- 

rn ~ ropean Products. 

i we IT’S TIME TO THINK OF / 

| Christmas Cards | . . 
| Order your Christmas Cards and Engraving I D d Wh t C | 

| now while the selection is still complete. i avi | e 0. ne. 

I You will be assured of an early and sure de- | Manufacturers of Surveying and Drawing Instruments 

| loery. 1 901-915 Chestnut St ; | - estnu “9 

! Netherwood s MILWAUKEE. WIS. 
| 519 STATE | 
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and they have some interesting meetings. Was at a ban- THE MINERS’ 1922 WESTERN TRIP 

quet and smoker recently and of course the main topic was By Crive SCADDEN 

“ nn game. I surely hope Wisconsin can The Miners’ western trip began with a rush on June 

2 
h thi ; nati 

Ed, S. Schrank, m 718, who has been engineer of tests at “ this ye 7 Mest of the as wrote examina Hons 

the Watervliet Arsenal for some years, is now with the . at morning and: we: ‘were Tus ed in getting our var- 

Wisconsin Securities Company, and is at present acting as 10US affairs settled and making ready to leave at 3:00 

steam engineer for the Cosolidated Water Power and Light p.m. on the Illinois Central. 

Company, of Wisconsin Rapids. He gives his headquarters Gilbert (Gib) Grieve, Clive (Scad) Scadden, Wesley 

aa ee eee Bar Service Co., Green Bay, Wis., or (Pal) Gericke, Merwin (Mike) Howes, Sherwood 

° Ma te . . 7 (Buck) Buckstaff, Edward (Eddie) Elstad, Carl Lar- 

A. G. Peter, m 713, is the author of the article, “Putting 

the Metal Cutting Plant on a Profit Making Basis” which $0) John Maugold, Joseph (Joe) Woschutz, Otto Her- 

appeared in the August number of Engineering and Indus- _ bener, Ed (Slim) Wolters, Ed Kloser, Milner (Hawk- 

trial Management. An account of his history after leaving, shaw) Hawkins, C. H. Lorig, “Walt” Baley, “Wallie” 

nectar me eee cone that es ae been em- Field and “Mitch” Garron comprised the party which, 

ployed by the Chain elt Company, of Milwaukee, Wis. eX- with Prof. Shorry, was given a send off by Professor 

cept when in service, when he was commissioned as major. 

He is now assistant production manager of the company. McCaffery and Mr. Barker who came down to the 

W. A. Roth, m 712, is assistant sales manager for the Pa- depot. 

cific Coast Steel Company, at Seattle, Wash. He is married, 

and has a 4-year-old son. He visited the University on Oc- oe. an penal eo ae 

tober 26, 1922. 
aL ae) va + 0 : : Bah: 

E. R. Wiggins, m ’08, who was formerly Technical Editor |) am iemes eae Ade Po Se Pe 2 

of the “Chilton Tractor Journal,” is now with the Holt Man- U ty) DA a ie ; a tes ey 

/ wfacturing Company, at Pétion, il. Address: care of Holt |/4 4 W Se Gh 44 aN 

Manufacturing Company, Peoria, Ill. : oy aw v ‘| a | iT a A a : yp 

A July issue of the Milwaukee Journal stated that Wm. : i me om aie Apes Kees i gio: we 

S. Harley, ’07, rode a motorcycle of his own manufacture | for aN i i V7 

jn a group tour of motorcyclists into northern Wisconsin. nae i i | j 4 ais bi a a ra z 

Elmer G. Hoefer, m ’05, M. E. 15, who has been professor 4 | | 4 a | oy i nt ” if be 4 afl ry 4 

of mechanical and electrical engineering at the University oa reaas ae ee as yore ee e's y byt 

of Wyoming, resigned last June to take a position as as- a en eee ‘| 

sociate professor of mechanical engineering at the Univer- Se ee ose ee Le Rae eat 

sity of North Carolina, at Chapel Hill, N. C. 
Miners Ati. In working clothes they look as though 

ELECTRICALS 
. 

they mean business. 

Fred J. Singer, e 22, is with the American Telephone 
. 5 

and Telegraph Company, at New York City. He is work- Omaha was our first point of interest. After break- 

ing on the development of equipment to be used on the new fast “Pal” and “Wallie” discovered an Army Store 

long distance cable circuits for sending ten telegraph mes- which was raided for haversacks which saw hard serv- 

sages simultaneously through one set of wires. His address ice during the balance of the trip. We spent our day 

at present is Room 1627, care of Development and Research . Omaha, is 3 ti the ‘lead t € the Ameri- 

Dept., American Telephone and Telegraph Co., 195 Broad- mma. 2 a inspecting : e lead smeiter 0 ce 

way, New York City. 
can Smelting and Refining Co., where we were very 

T. V, Bittner, e 22, has changed his address from 206 cordially received, and where the various processes 

Wagener St., Oshkosh, Wis., to 2129 Washington Blvd., Chi- were shown in practical operation. Several members 

cago, Ill. 
empted t a as souvenirs silver ingots 

Guldie R. Olson, e ’22, is with the Utah Power and Light pa fee ri ° rm, , : Soe colle 8 : 

Company, as operator of a generating station, at Grace rom the re mery.s ut, as the company S ruck was no 

Station, Grace, Idaho. 
available, the ingots had to be left behind. 

Willard A. Kates, e ’21, is at 409 South Ave., Wilknis- On entraining that evening three of us who had 

mee es 19: hae dh a pied é a6 “BL: stopped too long at a lunch room reached the gates 

. S. Day, e , has change is address from 12t! : . . 1 : 

St, to 494 53rd St, Miwaukes Wik. just as the a was ee Another ° si in 

Clarence W. Schmidt, e 718, has changed his address from ve minutes and we overtook our party at Lincoln. 

2623 Prairie St., to 1590 28d St., Milwaukee, Wis. We changed at Edgemont and finally reached Lead, 

Brooks L. Conley, e 718, M. S. ’20, is electrical engineer doing the last few miles in a narrow gage street car 

with the Hoover Suction Sweeper Company in charge of which we packed until its sides bulged and which was 

Oe design. His address is 405 Second St., N. W. Canton, gecorated by our baggage which hung out on all sides. 

Ernest Geltch, e ‘11, is with the State Engineer, in the After finding _Fooms—Some of them Were vacated 

, Capitol, at Madison, Wis. 
after the first night’s experience with the Black Hills 

( v Henry M. Ford, 2”’09, has recently returned from Los type of small insects, we took a geological hike out into 

Angeles, Cal., where he was with Bent Bros., Engineering the country to pacify the rock-hounds. It seems that 

Contractors. He is at present with the Nekoosa Edwards the main idea was to walk fourteen miles, pick up a 

Paper Company, and gives as his address, P. O. Box 46, k d hold m d 4 b 3 

Port Edwards, Wisconsin. 
rock, and hold an all around guessing bee as to its na- 

J. G Zimmerman, e ’04, E. E. "15, visited the college re- ture. Then Buck would climb down from some cliff 

cently. He is manufacturing a filament known as the “Ac- to which he had been hanging by an eyelash and stop 

mestat” for radio purposes. 
Concluded on page 35
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° CAMPUS NOTES ~ | 
SIT TT TT 

TT 4 
E. L. Carpwetr 

The rising generation appears to be more at home Mr. Steffen, the electrical laboratory mechanic, says with insulators than insects, judging by a recent story that unless the fellows are more economical with Mica concerning the small son of a well-known electrical en- Axle grease during “The Brake Test of a Rotary Trans- gineer. When visiting in the country he unhesitatingly former,” it will be necessary to increase the lab fee from picked up a hornet to inspect its mechanism more six to nine dollars. closely. When his father hurried out to discover the —. cause of the commotion which immediately broke the The way some guys sleep at school would make you peace of the summer day, the little lad was ruefully think the E. B. was a dormitory, sucking a thumb while tears streamed down his face. — “Why, what is the trouble, son?” he asked. [ENTRANCE EXAMS ACROSS Tie canrus | “Tt was that bug,” he managed to explain between L_ENTRANCE EXAMS Achoss Thr carpe | sobs. “I think his wirin’ is defective. I touched him, 
and he wasn’t insulated at all,’—Journal of Electricity. EE SS es gy 

— 
i 

TI tae “i ‘ we a — Gt ry o ei a ON 
he dismal dumb-bells ; Ii e— : cet ee oN BZ» ae > © : [he canary who said he’d been working on ny be ie hie 3") A> aa yan osculating Corliss engine—the one with the _ a ey aS FAO A v head and tail ends, ; Nol-AtL important -AsK te acs 7 on ( nx And who then asked Rose for a quilt for 

\ the engine bed; 
° ik = ff \ J And who thinks butt plates were made to y fw ella 2 Ye ora sit on, and that Danny Mead lectures on “hy- [i f 6 = Boe 4 | drophobia” developments : 

a : “Sr ye Se —_ And that Bull Montana is a mining town. are he Se : = . 
: ‘ ae Jig ee eon (ip) , y= CHEM ENGINEERING CLUB HAS ATTEND- a, es _ o Set, ~ = ANCE OF 160 No2- LUNG Test “=¥ Fa 3- Doveme eee Talks, plays, novelties, and eats furnished the enter- _ tainment for the 160 people at the open mixer-meeting {, @  y . of the Chemical Engineering society last night. (7 \ SEI “You know me Al,” a sketch by Prof. O. A, Hougen, ‘ \ \ ae = ee played by nine club members, proved to be the spiciest ~ vs AE] aT youn number on the program, 

~ i PEEKS You p, Prof. ©; I: oe in a talk on the opportunities > . yo ‘I =e vet of the chemical engineer, outlined briefly what the pos- ~ ~ sibilities for a chemical engineer will be ro years after Nod - Succune tesy No S- Vevce Tesy graduation and what requirements must be met in order . . to make use of these opportunities, 
THE LEADING LADY ponies “T am going to kiss you as soon as I stop,” he said, Ray Owen has a story of a stude who asks, “What’s as he prepared to slow up at a secluded Spot. the object of doing that problem? Just to see if you “T know it,” she giggled. can?” 

Later he wondered by the brake linings were burned Why else should you do it, George? But just the out—American Legion Weekly. same, that question is often asked. He who asks it — needs a “shot” of courage and a brushing up of his TRY TO CUT THIS ONE faith. Most of us couldn’t do much at home and this Mr. Brecky: “What is a ‘V’ thread ?” is the place to find out what we can do—and it takes Stude: “A ‘V’ thread is a ‘U. S. S.’ thread.” work—not silly questions, to learn anything. “Crown” Mr. Brecky: “What is a ‘U. S. S.’ thread ?” the next guy who pops that question ! Stude: “A ‘U.S. S. thread is a “V’ thread!’
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| SLIDE RULES ! 

“| see e ee ee ee eee ‘ 

| THE “CO-OP” 
E. J. GRADY, Mer. 

pe 
ent HHH Ha AA HH 

DO YOU GET SLEEP / | CLASS PI PES” | | uoepy VY | | 6 
! AFTERNOONS? {| vw 

ue poet medical, authorities would at. 1925 : 

| Sees || Wow | | able oa ay aw yi ™ our ° 3 y | | 

i ble to stay awake in your 3:30. i Any Year or Design 

| Kennedy Dairy Co. | S| | ennedy Dairy Lo. i| MORGAN’S | 
PURE PASTEURIZED MILK AND CREAM | i 

i 618 University Ave. Phone Badger 7100 i 5832-534 State Street i 

Pere TREY i naRReURcyyepignmniquanraasyecyenegmiteprseenrinsenaentnimmnemmanennnsitit | 

rs | ee 

POR i | The Christmas Gift 

SPORT SWEATERS | | With the Personal 
1 | Touch— 

| AND / | | Your PHOTOGRAPH 
LEATHER VESTS / FOR AN APPOINTMENT 

z : 3 PHONE B. 3121 NOW! . 

see i SON de. | i | L. C. ROBIN 
| KLEINHEINZ | | BS EeNek 
| 714 University Ave. U. W.’s Leading Portrait Photographer 

cee en ent nant ne fo Bane ean ttt nanan 

a a 

S & e I Fl The Best Flowers | 

! f W The Best Service 

| umner ramton I 0 ers The Best Values 

HUYLER'S CANDIES (/ | | / 
| ALL ROLL FILMS BOUGHT HERE . at 

DEVELOPED FREE i] 

| DRUGS, STATIONERY, | | 
TOILET SUPPLIES, ETC. FLORAL co 

| 670 State St. Postal Station | 

be eae: peepee mete eh 
Kindly mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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7 — Hi thee et Fetter teenth ttt 

i . i UPTOWN STUDENT HEADQUARTERS i i an understanding of stu- ij J ' 
| dent needs not tobe found ' | | FISHER BROS. I 

. anywhere else. i ' “Fine Cigars Kept Fine” x 

ij 1” i id BILLIARDS i | UNIVERSITY MUSIC SHOP | | | 
| at 511 State St. Phone Bad. 7272 | | London Made Pipes | 
| “The Shop With a Personality”’ i | Candies -:- Ice Cream -:- Soft Drinks | 

mem te Peper angen aaa 
rn a ee 

| YOUR NEXT PORTRAIT [ i 
; SHOLD BE A 
i i 
| BELL MASTER PORTRAIT | 

Make Your Appointment Now for Your Xmas Sitting ! 
| Phone B. 634 . 509 State St. j dt | Studio of Geo. C. Bell | 
He i ge RE og gee ees a gn acl 
Fe ttt ttt HH Ht ay en A BB FE 

! /\ | 
J | 7 | | | | YELLOW ‘| 

| | ‘BaD 50Q0cer 
| i Branch 
| 1 | ; . | CAB | | Bank of Wisconsin 
a 

aaa | 

! 
| WUILLEUMIER’S / | | CAPITAL and SURPLUS, $360,000.00 
; QUALITY JEWELER 
i FOR if 
i WATCHES i | 

| ore ee See sagem | || SNS auiGtinan Se 
| of the Latest Design | | 

INGERSOLL WATCHES, $1.50 to $6.00 | 

i 808 University Ave. i | | 
hi siete eccrmnnny ecarcieecenienee stain oo enen ig gu 

Kindly mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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Miners’ 1922 WESTERN TRIP It was in Butte that Eddie, the lightfooted social 

Concluded from page 33 lion, undertook the esthetic education of “Walt” Baley. 

the argument by sdlving the mystery. Joe lost him- If anyone who enjoys dancing contemplates visiting 

self on the return from the trip, and Prof. Shorey was Butte soon he might see Baley about dance tickets, as 

just organizing the searching party with the aid of the I understand he has a surplus. 

town police, when he came wandering in, We visited a large number of mines and mills in 

We spent a week in this region visiting the mines Butte, each of which illustrated a new problem and 

and mills of the Homestake and the Trojan Gold Min- the manner of solving it. 

ing Companies, as well as one or two properties not in . . : 

operation. The Homestake is the largest underground ¥ es e “N Pgh 

operation we visited, and while in the mine we saw the : a vii ae ee 

banquet room where about one hundred members of a? © a Fee: is 

the Black Hills Editorial Association had been ban- i mi A ! | tga 

queted just before our arrival. My) yt ns Pg Re if a IZ i ey 

The operations were full of interest, especially the a od eka ty ae Pes as 

tri-monthly gold clean-up at Homestake which we ae ge a yy ie ea 

were lucky enough to witness. Due to the restraining a oF a 3 rw =f AG D 

presence of a few reformed gun-men, who were em- aie Pana e ee en: alt 

ployed as watchmen, no one made any attempt to help cad aA oe tae reac mei Phe ea at 

himself to the valuables. g hi Bete ee A 

The scenery around Lean was wonderful, especially w Aine 9 eM 

that of the feminine variety, and several hearts, broken 
by previous unhappy eee, scesived treatnient REMAINS OF THE PACKARD. The car suffercd the most, 

during our stay. The hospitality was marked, so much Fortunately for thewamers. . 

so that when two of the boys took two young ladies Anaconda and its mammoth mills and smelters came 

out to dinner, the young ladies paid for the meal. texts Here we lost “Gib” Grieve to one of the tech- 

Editor's Note:—We understand that ?????? ?? nical departments where he is doing nicely. 
We met the boys from Minnesota while in Lead, just On our way to Wallace, Idaho, most of us stopped 

as their trip was being finished, and a fine bunch of at Deer Lodge, not at the request of the state, how- 

fellows they were. ever, but to witness a big western “round-up” which all 

We visited the Sheridan-Wyoming coal fields of the agreed was well worth seeing. . a 

Peabody Coal Co. next. Although they were inoperative After visiting a number of lead mining, milling, and 

due to the strike we secured an interesting insight into smelting operations in the Souer d’Alenes, and a gold 

coal mining operations from the local manager and his dredging operation in the heart of the mountains at 

superintendents. The strikers spotted “Mitch” Gorrow Murray, the party broke up. 

as a strike breaker, and but for timely assistance, would On the return trip nine of the party plunged over the 

then and there have made a “good” strike breaker of bank of a creek and came to rest with a twi six Pack- 

him, ard on our necks. However, there were no injuries 

One evening several of us, Prof. Shorey included, de- other than a few torn trousers and an_occas‘onal 

cided to do some riding Western style around Sheridan, scratch, : . 

We all enjoyed it immensely, particularly Prof. Shorey Due to the brisk demand for miners, and because no 

and “Hawkshaw,” who had patently been there be- work was available in Canada, most of us went to work 

fore. “Gib’s” and “Scad’s” enjoyment was more marked 1” the Coeur d’Alene. Prof. Shorey returned east via 

when we stood up to eat our meals. “Gib” said he the lake country. “Buck” left for Madison to join the 

would learn to ride or die trying. He was doing well Geological Survey and Pal went to the University of 

both ways when we left Sheridan. Washington to do research work. a 

Our trip then took us to Butte where the Y. M. C. A. The trip was invalaable, Recess Gt pis mining ox 

Hotel assigned us to a dormitory where the worst that Perrences gained by sisiting 8° many BEIEAERE OPS 

happened was the strange occurrence of calcium carbide tions, where every attempt was made to assist us, and 

between our sheets and the tendency of several beds to because ot the swondeuta} secuery menjoyed. Hi -Giehy 

give way suddenly at bed time. A few of the more neighherhioad Visited. 

plutocratic members of the party, having single rooms, THE PASSING HORSE 

were immune to that phenomena. I laughed out loud—for I remembered, you see, how 

After our arrival, we assembled in a street car and the coeds disport themselves hereabouts on horseback, 

left for one of the Anaconda Company’s mines where The prof was commenting upon the past popularity 

we visited one of the warmest spots seen on the trip of the horse. 

—and one of the coldest. We recommend to the boys “And now,” said he, “we never see a horse except 

next year that they include a large electric fan and a under the most unfavorable circumstances.” 

bathing suit in their equipment. And, as I said before, I laughed out loud.
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Course IN CHEMICAL MANUFACTURE Frank Kuboshe’s Molecules triumphed over Tom Bo- 
Continued from page 28 gumill’s Aromatics and clinched the pennant on a per- 

Tesches, Gus and Klaus, and Wallie Pfleger, suc- centage of .750. Second only to baseball was the well- 
ceeded in erecting a leeching tower for washing spent known game of Five Hundred. Nearly every noon 
oxide from the gas works. “Slew” Fanning and Johnny hour would find the standard combination, Kaasa-Mc- 
Roberts cornered all the stone jars in the building so Graw vs. Hamilton and “Frank” on the front lawn 
that they could manufacture enough lithopone to re- fighting it out to see whether seven hearts or eight 
decorate the Sigma Nu house for the coming season. clubs would get the widow, 
The evaporators, the stills, and the crushers all worked Time passed quickly. June soon swung into July and 
to full capacity although sometimes only under encour- the end came into sight. Since four problems seemed 
agement of good engineering profanity. to be the accepted standard, those that were behind put Several problems offered unusual opportunities for on an extra burst of speed. It is said, also, that some 

original work. Among these may be mentioned the re- typewriters pounded in the wee small hours on reports 
generation of waste plaster of Paris where Ryan and that should have been in weeks before. The last week! Huegel achieved notable success, The product which Monday Tuesday Wednesday 
they obtained compared favorably with the fresh ma- Thursday at last 
terial. The production of gasoline from oil shale was : facturing waventures 
tried by Becker and Millington with satisfaction until : ; eeeieaeate! 
some vandal spilled the distillate. The Tesch brothers as a ae had come “t0 an end and we 
concluded that the drip oil from the gas mains was PY Ne en ae to rest ane a 
leaner in benzol than in former years, due, no doubt, to = i 1 \. miliar implements which hai 
the fact that under the 530 B. T. U. standard less ben- [eke i. LS ee been the —_— of our suc- 
zol condenses than under the old 600 B. T. U. standard. an ee er a Sesses ane failures. The 

Two weeks later the novelty had worn off and the pie HT Wee aid summer’s accumulation of tar 
natural course of events was pretty well settled. The a Ly and other deposits were re- 
glassware was all out of the stock room and locked up 4 : moved from the glassware at 
in someone’s desk. Slew Fanning dropped around once J r} "4 oT the expense of much benzene 
in a while to see how the boys were getting along. Bar Be and hard labor. Grease cov- 
Most of the products were in solution, waiting to be i \ ered, the retorts and pans 
evaporated, while library work was growing more and . A. were laid into their old berths 
more popular. When, however, Mr. Kowalke an- < Ce bs to sleep for another winter. 
nounced that he had several summer jobs awaiting the uy - The stream of apparatus 
faithful, industry took a new spurt. : gradually poured back into 
eno Se Frank EIsere the stock rooms, and the base- 
a aL MW Ce i. ment changed from a thriving industrial plant to a de- 

is a 7 nS . oleae aa serted factory. 
a | ee Pe Tra. Friday morning saw the last events. “Frank” was 
iE a Ae cS a ieee called upon to wipe some mythical dust off the lecture Ce Na eam cane et be! Be . . sie * y 4" Ay ie : table and found, instead, a box of La Palinas. The box 

or (Se y : ey of cigars was a small gift, but it carried with it the 
: ea ; Sere appreciation of every man in the crowd. “Frank’s” 
See oor Me unselfish labor and mechanical skill have long since 

: He % EOS) Coed < Concluded on page 37 / 
: Se a Bea (eee 4 Fe ttt tA Hay 

I / | Five Hunprev. Kaasa-McGraw  v. Hamilton-Pfleger | ENGAGE A NV i 
fighting it out to see whether seven hearts or eight | t 
clubs will get the bid. i BOYD ORCHESTRA 1 

Baseball was the popular sport in leisure hours. A | For Your Next Party ! 
genuine C. P. chemical league was formed with four ——— 
teams, the Aliphatics, the Aromatics, the Atoms, and ! = 
the Molecules. Messrs. Hartwig and Hougen acted in l STUDENT D ANCES ! 
the capacity of umpires. Practice was held at noon; | EVERY FRIDAY AND SATURDAY l the games were called at five and generally lasted until =— ' 
after supper. After a strenuous season and with an | ’ 5 
aggregation of stars including Morey, the slugging BOYD’S STUDI oO | 
fielder, Kaasa, the noisy shortstop, and Ryan, star fielder, ine 4
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THE DISADVANTAGE OF POOR LIGHTING. ’ 

‘ — 
As thousands of our industrial plants are operating = jt 

to-day with poor lighting and in some cases with extremely Le hi r 

wad facilities, it would seem that the importance of the \\ i rs oh 

subject of lighting has not been given the serious consid- Sones Ta ae 

eration by those responsible for such conditions. ah Farrar | 

Poor lighting is one of the most serious handicaps ie oe ph lan 

ander which a manufacturing establishment can operate. a= Po Sa a — sccm 

First of all, poor lighting is the cause of a large number ann | ll ae an ni Til 

of accidents in industrial plants; and it is singular that | | | Ce Ah MA 

accident reports do not yet properly classify the hazards | | a i ; | | ay | 

of poor lighting, which in many cases is the primary cause \ | ee eG 4 | ae } a 

of an accident attributed to what is really a secondary | | | i 4 | s ; nl 

cause. Safety engineers and other officials who make acci- | a aa | } ihe iad en 

dent reports should always consider the condition of the | FE HI | il | oe | | 4 Bt 

lighting when working up a report of accident causes, for Mt HI ni : | 

it plays an important part in a great many casualties and ' . NN : | | | 

is apt to be overlooked. All accidents due to poor lighting wt HI Hi 1 il | 

are accidents of neglect, and are preventable. The poor Wy My nn HHH : / Hi | } 

lighting accident hazard is clearly chargeable to manage- he HTP “ae i) 

ment and not men. It is a difficult matter to. make such = | | HH an uh i aaeeee, 

progress with Safety First in a plant which has neglected Me Teen cars i xu | 98 eee 

to provide one of the fundamental requirements of accident = eee é == sama 

prevention—good lighting. E uel ee on eS " ( 

Probably no one single factor connected with the Ke es ar es / 

equipment of a plant so directly affects the efficiency and 

inefficiency as the quality and quantity of the lighting. ~ 

The curtailment of production of all working under the 

disadvantage of poor lighting represents a big loss each = 

day; the poorer the lighting the less able is the working TRANSFORMERS 

force to function efficiently. Quality and quantity both Allis-Chalmers transformers are built 

suffer, representing a preventable loss wholly removable in all sizes and for all commercial volt- 

by improving the lighting. ages. These include a complete line of 

Under poor lighting condition, we cannot expect and standard distributing transformers, as 

varely do we find an orderly, clean factory. Darkened well as power transformers, which are 

places encourage careless habits and workers are often led made in various types and include some 

to deposit discarded articles or material which should be of the largest transformers as well as 

deposited elsewhere. The eyesight of those who attempt those for the highest transmission volt- 

to use their eyes continually in insufficient light, below ages. 

nature’s demands, is often affected. Too much light, such Allis-Chalmers transformers are found 

as is furnished by bright, unprotected lights, is as harm- on the transmission and distributing lines 

ful as too little illumination; both are fundamentally of many of the leading power companies. 
, . 5 anti 3 

hoiou eee ad lighting, daylight, is unequalled Consult Allis-Chalmers in your power problems 

The eye is best suited to daylight in the proper . 

quantity. Sun glare should be avoided, and in the dark- Allis-Chalmers Products 

ened hours proper artificial illumination provided. Day- Electrical Machinery Flour Mill Machinery 

tight should be utilized to the fullest extent. It is supplied Steam Turbines Saw Mill Machinery 

free in abundant quantity for our use. Modern invention pom Engines au Gompressore 

has supplied a means whereby the interior of buildings can Hydraulic Turbines Steam and Electric Hoists 

be lighted by daylight, and all the advantages secured Pumping Engines Farm Tractors 

which is furnished by good lighting at the smallest cost. Centrifugal Pumps Power Transmission 
Gas Engines Machinery 

Industrial buildings should have as much wall space Mining Machinery Perforated Metal 

as possible devoted to windows fitted with Factrolite Glass, Metallurgical Machinery Timber Treating and 

which insures the maximum amount of daylight and which Crushing & Cement Machy. Preserving Machinery 

prevents the direct rays of the sun from passing through on - m my a 

as it properly diffuses the light. ((\| (LU § a [ERS 

If you are interested in the distribution of light | [- a lI a Gn ENO ), 

through Factrolite, we will send you a copy of Laboratory ll MANUFACTURING COMPANY & 

Report—“Factrolited.” 
do. 

er CMA, PUMPING ENOINES 

MISSISSIPPI WIRE GLASS CO, reat Tonnines “Srtatrgvornes 4 AC: N CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS 

i 
ons evanescent 6 = CoN tao ececreic worsts. 

220 Fifth Avenue, coeanu is Catat Wonnane SUMAN Avo stsion Waeinene 

‘ St. Louis. New York. Chicago. aye 

Mo. 2. 
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN. U.S.A. 

Kindly mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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| SJ ESTABLISHED 1854 

Conklin & Sons Company 
COAL, WOOD and MENDOTA LAKE ICE ' 

Cement, Stucco, White Lime, Hair and Sewer Pipe | 

Main Office: 24 E. Mifflin St. Phone Badger 25 
bt HH ttt 
5 

+ 

THE UNIVERSITY PHARMACY i 
(UY THE REXALL STORE 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 
I 640 State St. Phone B. 40 | 

tt RH 
Cay 

a We en ° 
Print Sho | ' Engravers P Printers | | Broom and Gorham i 

ed 
ttt tt tt At SO A A tt Sth tt ttt ttt ht te ttt 

| | Drawing Inks | | ‘ ! | Eternal woore Inks i | HAHN'S LUNCH || & panes | | | | n il H IGG | NS Fhote Monnter Paste | 
| 513 State St. tol a ws Liquid Paste ree nse | 

| | eee eerie, | 5. 
i Regular Diner and Supper Daily i | ~P*"" wre the Finest and Best Goods of their Kind i 
i SPECIAL SUNDAY DINNER [Rake ei saat Mamata | 

' a OT Salus GENERA 
i OPEN FROM 6 A. M. TO 7:30 P. M. i i CHAS. M. HIGGINS & Co., Mfrs. i 
i i | Branches: Chicago, London—271 Ninth St., Brooklyn, N.Y. i et ttf a NH ef 
F110 11 091 tt 11 th ty AL f Fite + 

| to] | | WE CAN REPAIR vou WATCH OR i | PALACE OF SWEETS i | 
YOUR GLASSES 20 N. CARROLL ST. 

l Without the Log-Log rule | | TO SEE OUR CANDY i 
but with the same accuracy MAKES YOU HUNGRY ae 

| H.H.RATCLIFF CO. | | TO TASTE IT 
| JEWELERS and OPTICIANS i | MAKES YOU HAPPY i 
| i i 

| 29 S. Pinckney St. | CANDY -:- SALTED NUTS -:- ICE CREAM | 
a al 

Kindly mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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Course IN CHEMICAL MANUFACTURE eliminated in this series of experiments and the formula 

Concluded from page 36 therefore gives pipe friction alone. Where screw points 

se . or other disturbing factors are present allowance should 

made him indispensable to the department, and the first toe? 
: . be made for their influence. 

day of the course he was unanimously elected a life 

member of the Order of Good Scouts. Wisconsin Highway DEveropmMent 

The final act was a lawn party with ice cream, under Concluded } ah 

the trees at the north of the building, and a penny OUENEEE MEM RENE . 

pitching contest on the front sidewalk. Mr, Kowalke has been placed on two important roads between Madi- 

and Frank Kubosch were the big winners while Ruther- son and Milwaukee, One of these must be completed in 

ford gained a small fortune on pennies that rolled out the very OE facie and there ‘ pea jd oa cone 

of bounds. After saying good-bye to Watson and the struction of an all weather road Irom. Madison to la 

other unfortunates who were detained for a few extra Crosse. With the development that has already taken 

days, we gave four skyrockets for the instructors and Place the people of the state have come to realize the 

“Frank.” Thus the Summer Course of 1922 passed into need and demand the completion of the system. Some 

history of the most pressing needs, in addition to those already 

enumerated, are the construction of an all-weather road 

Computinc Pree Losses from Hudson, opposite St. Paul, Minnesota, through 

Concluded from page 27 Eau Claire to Milwaukee, where there already exists a 

data obtained in the Hydraulic laboratory of the Uni- connection to Chicago ; a road from the important cen- 

versity of Wisconsin it appears that galvanizing slightly ter of SE de ease Lake Winnebago - te uals 

reduces the diameter and increases slightly the pipe west part of the state; a main artery north and sout 

friction as compared to clean new black pipe. Pub- through the center part of the state ; and several others . 

lished results on friction in wrot iron pipe above two that might be named. The work in sight is such as to 

inches in diameter are so meager it was not considered absorb all of the funds than can reasonably be made 

of sufficient value to warrant complicating the figure by — for many ae oi econ : iad 

introducing the new formula curves for sizes between e greater portion of the concrete paving now being 

2-inch and 12-inch diameters. The three sizes selected constructed is by counties which have issued bonds for 

give the degree of agreement between the formula and that purpose. Sixteen of our seventy-one counties have 

experimental data bonded for an aggregate sum of thirty-six million dol- 

It should be noted that the effect of joints was largely lars for the construction of concrete pavements, and in 

addition Milwaukee County, which has one-fifth of the 

20 
* - 

A] entire taxable valuation of the state, has constructed 

FOR eee practically the entire State Trunk Highway System 

ie tr within its limits from direct tax levies. In these coun- 

aA 
Ht 4 ties the State Trunk Highway System will be largely 

6 constructed without the application of State or Fed- 

He HEP eee eral Aid, leaving future Federal Aid funds free for the , 

“ (TT er ert construction of + oads in other counties. But to permit 

z COC ee ert the backward counties thus to profit at the expense of 

Be CT eet crt Ler | | the forward looking and progressive counties would be 

s fa eet TT Typ el rt | tt an injustice which the State Highway Commission be- 

S10 ge ey] Te = Lt ET lieves ought to be rectified by the provision of a bonus 

= fel | JAA Lee ri yT ti to be applied annually toward the retirement of the 

> 1% Ap di : “ 3 

e Ea ele et YH bonds a for constrain of concrete roads fee 

See S o io | 5 Peg 8 Re ee rEEELEELL EL | State fran Highway System, without state and Fe! 

§ Eel ata University of Wiscnsiog WE Pipe. The immediate needs in the way of state highway con- 

0 A “orm jz: = << . . . ~ 

lv #2 [1 Hazen Od WH = SraGath ew struction include: (1) a sufficient fund to match Fed- 

4 II WL pipe. From teble. ————| eral Aid funds available through the appropriation of 
HRI] senna Steer oie ous: pprop 
iy CLL Experimental. _—...| November, 1921, aggregating about six and_ three- 

WELLLLLL dery ton Moin Lomient. ~~ | quarters millions. (2) A sufficient fund to maintain our 

if Hamilton Smith— New W. I. pipe present State Trunk Highway System and any addi- 

aL LET TT TT epelnenile ee = tions that may be made, and the county maintained 
‘0 70 80 90 : 

° ° ; Los ot Ment in rect ver soo rsstor Pine. roads, and a proper reimbursement to apply to the re- 

Fic. 6. Comparison or ForMULAS AND ExPERIMENTAL  tirement of concrete roads built without State or Fed- 

Resuits on Wrot Iron Pree. Circles are Wiscon- eral Aid on the State Trunk Highway System. (3) 

sin experiments; triangles are Hamilton Smith’s ex- A continuation of our present policy of State Aid for 
g p cy 

periments. Legend gives meaning of the different secondary highways and special bridges. (4) An ad- 

lines. equate sum for the proper supervision of the execu-
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tion of this work. Estimates that have been made in- ily determinable and less subject to dispute than horse- 
dicate that the sum annually necessary for the prose- power, and with the charge per unit of weight properly 
cution of this work amounts approximately to ten mil- fixed the result should be the same and more easily de- 
lion dollars. termined. The factor which determines the ability of 

This is a large sum of money, but it can be justified. the owner to pay more nearly than any other is the 
We have in the state of Wisconsin more than 400,000 value of the car. Automobiles are now subject to tax- 
motor vehicles traveling an aggregate mileage within the ation as personal property but many escape such taxa- 
state not less than one billion eight hundred million tion, being purchased later than May rst, the date of 
miles. This represents an aggregate investment of not assessment. Many escape on account of the income tax 
less than two hundred million dollars, and the reason- offset, and others escape through the failure of the as- 
able utilization of this investment depends entirely on  sessors to include them in the levy, The State High- 
the highways over which they are operating. These are way Commission believes that there should be a valua- 
admittedly inadequate, and unless we proceed to im- tion tax collected directly by the state at the time of 
prove our roads to the utmost of our ability we will licensing the motor vehicles. A motor vehicle is not 
fall far short of realizing the possibilities in the way of like other forms of property in that its location and use 
transportation that we have with the equipment al- are not confined largely to one place. Most motor ve- 
ready on hand. An annual charge of ten million dol- hicles circulate over a wide area and use the roads be- 
lars represents twenty-five dollars per motor vehicle, yond the immediate confines of their ownership. Ac- 
which is but a small fraction of the annual cost of op- cording to the present method of taxation a touring 
eration, and without the road the vehicle would be use- car which operates over a wide radius may be taxed at 
less. Few men who have had experience in the opera- a rate of 114%, while a similar vehicle in another town 
tion of a motor car will question the advisability of a short distance away would be taxed 214%, and others 
such an expenditure. And since this need has arisen even more. There is no reason for this lack of uni- 
through the development of the motor vehicle it is no formity. The levy and collection of this tax by the 
more than fair that the motor vehicle should bear some state would reduce the number escaping to a minimum 
part of the expense. That “he who would dance must and would insure that uniformity which is logical. 
pay the fiddler” is an ancient adage, but it is just as ap- A third appropriate source of revenue for highways 
plicable now as when it was first spoken. And this is is through a gasoline tax levied against gasoline used 
only a minor fraction of the total expenditures within in motor vehicles with use for other purposes exempted 
the state for highways. It has been estimated that the from taxation. There is perhaps no method by which 
total expenditure for highway purposes in Wisconsin in the use of the road by any motor vehicle can be so 
1922, exclusive of improvements within cities, aggre- fairly gauged as by the consumption of gasoline, which 
gated $36,893,000, of which $1,697,000 was provided by increases with the weight and mileage of the vehicle. 
the Federal government, $5,515,300 by the state, $19,- The gasoline tax is in effect in several states now and it 
351,600 by the counties, and $10,329,800 by the towns, is believed that it will be put in effect by all of our 
Of this amount approximately $4,000,000, or one-ninth neighbor states at the forthcoming session of their legis- 
of the total was provided by motor vehicles, the re- tures. The imposition of such a tax in Wisconsin would 
mainder by taxes on property. To increase the levy put us on a basis of parity with our neighbors and would 
against automobiles to the point where they will bear also make it possible for the many visitors from outside 
something like 30% of the total instead of 11% is, we states who come to Wisconsin, “The Playground of 
think, not going beyond the bounds of reason and jus- the Middle West”, to return us some slight token of 
tice. their appreciation of our highways whose praises they 

Various means of levying this increased tax have have sung long and loud. It is estimated that the an- 
been proposed along lines that are already in effect in nual revenue produced by such a tax would be about a 
other states. The present automobile license fee in millian and a quarter dollars per cent per gallon. 
Wisconsin is $10.00 per car, irrespective of age, con- These are all problems which must be considered by 
dition or size, with a maximum of $25.00 for trucks. the legislature which convenes in January, 1923. That 
It seems fair that the amount charged against any there is a widespread demand for the continuance on an 
motor vehicle should be in proportion to the ability of increased scale of our program of highway improvement 
the owner to pay and the use he makes of the road. js not doubted by anyone conversant with the situation, 
This would indicate that the larger and heavier cars The legislature will be faced with the problem of recon- 
and trucks, which are the most expensive and which,  ciling the demands made upon it with the revenue pro- 
presumably, make the greater use of the road, should duced through practicable methods of taxation. We be- 
pay the most. It means a graduated license fee such lieve it may fairly be said that no activity of the state 
as is in effect in many other states. The result is the is in higher favor with the people at large than the con- 
same whether the graduation is made on the basis of — struction of the highways, and the State Highway Com- 
weight or horsepower, but one problem which must not mission feels confident that this activity will be dealt 
be overlooked is that of administration. The State with fairly and that road work will be continued on an 
Highway Commission believes that weight is more eas- adequate scale.
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The Ancient Quarries of Ptolemai 
Like a gigantic staircase, the mountain of labor and materials. Now, even dynamite, 

Gebel-Toukh slopes back from the waters one of man’s greatest labor savers, must be 

of the Nile. Here, in the 4th century, B.C., scientifically selected, 

Egyptians quarried stone for the streets and ae 

buildings of Ptolemais. One can still dis- On work for which it is suited, Hercules 

tinguish the grooves made by the tools of Special No. 1 reduces blasting costs. It con- 

the workmen, and theinstructions inscribed t2!ns about 35 percent more cartridges per 

on the rock by the foremen. box than 40 percent dynamite which it 

When it became too costly to remove the sects pevleees, cartridge for pee 

overburden, subterranean quarries were So ee ok Hercules Si Po No. ae 

started. The workman, on his raised plat- ny Kine burt a h rade of 

form, wielding a pointed tool, had no easy ebendhan A eaeecule and by A oeee - 

task in making the first cut for the roof in : 4 wi i eu di 

his system of “right-stepping” vepe. aniline, and mines has proved its 
- we, ependability. 

Production at these quarries was insignifi- . 

cant compared with the enormous daily Our new book, “Eliminating Waste in Blast- 

tonnages made possible by modern machin- ing”, was written to assist you in reducing 

ery and explosives. But conditions today blasting costs. Write to our Advertising 

which demand such large production also Department, 94™ King St., Wilmington, ge p jon P g 
necessitate the prevention of waste in time, Del., for a free copy. 
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WIRE ROPE FOR ENGINEERING 
i A Wire Rope of Long Life and Reliable Service i 

JOHN A. ROEBLING’S SONS COMPANY, TRENTON, NEW JERSEY ' 
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CHAT G BARBERS” . UHATTERING BARBERS 
“Word mongers” and “chattering barbers,” Gilbert called. 

those of his predecessors who asserted that a wound made’ 
by a magnetized needle was painless, that a magnet will 
attract silver, that the diamond will draw iron, that the 
magnet thirsts and dies in the absence of iron, that a magnet, 
pulverized and taken with sweetened’ water, will’ cure 
headaches and prevent fat. 

Before Gilbert died in 1603, he had donc much to explain 
magnetism and electricity through experiment. He found 
that by hammering iron held io 2 magnctic meridian it can 
be magnetized. He discovered that the compass needle is 
controJled by the earth's magnetism. and that one magnet 
can remagnetize another that has Jost its power. He noted 
the common electrical attraction of rubbed bodies, among 
them diamonds, as well as glass, crystals, and stones, and 
was the first to study electricity as a distinct force. 

. we ea aed 
“Not in books, but in, things themselves, look for knowl- 

edge,” he shouted. This man helped to revolutionize methods 
of thinking—helped to make electricity what it has become. 
His fellow men were little concerned with him’and his experi- 
‘ments. “Will Queen’ Elizabeth marry--and whom?” they 
were asking.” — _ & a 

. Elizabeth’s flirtations mean little to us. Gilbert’s method 
means much. It is the method that, has made modern 
electricity what it has become, the méthod\which enabled 
the Research Laboratories of the General Electric Com- 
pany to discover new electrical principles now ‘applied in 

i transmitting power for hundreds of miles, in lighting homes . 
? electrically, in aiding physicians with the X-rays, in freeing 

‘ civilization, from drudgery.’ 

rN Cr» e., General@ Electric 
General Office Comp any Schenectady, MY. 

” 95-624-H. D. ( 
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